Evaluation of head examinations produced with a mobile CT unit.
Recent years have seen the development of mobile CT units, designed for use in operating theatres, intensive care units and accident and emergency departments. One such unit is the Tomoscan M (Philips, Utrecht, The Netherlands). It operates with a maximum tube voltage of 130 kV, and a maximum tube current of only 50 mA. This study tested whether acceptable quality CT images of the brain could be produced on the mobile unit with these parameters. 44 consecutive normal head examinations performed on the mobile scanner were compared with 35 examinations from two conventional CT units. Two independent readers scored the examinations for noise and artefact. CT dose index (CTDI) values for the three CT units were obtained in free air as an estimate of patient dose. Differences in artefact score between CT units were generally small, but noise scores were worse when using the Tomoscan M with a 2 s slice time. The lowest CTDI values were obtained with the Somatom DRH (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) unit and the highest with the SR 7000 (Philips, Utrecht, The Netherlands), with values from Tomoscan M, in all except one case, falling between these values for the protocols used in the study. The measured scattered radiation doses from the Tomoscan M are presented.